INFORMATION SHEET
HOW TO READ YOUR UTILITY BILL

1: Account number or customer number
This is unique to you, and you will need it when you contact your supplier.

2: Bill date and bill period.
The bill date is when the bill or statement was sent out. The bill period is the date range for which the bill or statement relates.

3: Balance on last statement
This is the outstanding balance from the last period or statement less any payments made since.

4: Payment received
This records the payments you have made since the last bill or statement. If it is a bill, your payment(s) should be recorded here. If it is a
statement, you should see all your monthly direct debits or your top ups.

5: Previous account balance
This is the outstanding balance from the last period or statement less any payments made since then.

6: Charges for this period (including VAT).
This records the total costs incurred of all the gas and/or electricity used within this billing period. To see more about how this is calculated,
see sections 13-15 below.

7: Your new account balance.
This is what you owe, or are owed, in total. It’s a combination of the charges for this period plus the balance from the previous period,
taking account of all of payments received.

8: What do I pay?
This is how much you pay currently if paying by direct debit, or how much you owe it is a bill.

9: Personal projection
This is a prediction of how much your gas and/or electricity will cost over the next year.

10: Cheaper tariffs
Your bill or statement must show whether there is a cheaper tariff you could switch to with your current supplier.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
HOW TO READ YOUR BILL

11. About your tariff
The ‘about your tariff’ box contains all the information needed to compare your tariff against the market.

12. Tariff Comparison Rate (TCR)
This is a summary of the unit rate, standing charge, discounts and VAT into one figure.

13: Meter reading
If you have an estimated reading, your bill or statement will generally say ‘estimated’ or ‘e’ next to the reading. If it says ‘c’ or ‘a’ then
it is a ‘customer supplied’ or ‘actual’ reading.

14: Unit rate
The Unit rate is the price you pay per unit of gas and/or electricity. Units are measured in kilowatt hours (kWh).

15: Standing charge
The Standing charge is the charge you pay per day, regardless of how much gas and/or electricity you use.

16: VAT
The VAT charged on electricity and gas for domestic use is 5% and maybe higher for commercial users.

17: Meter point reference number (MPRN) and Meter Point Administration Number (MPAN).
These are your unique supply numbers, MPRN or ‘S number’ for electricity and ‘MPAN’ for gas.
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